Introduction
The hipped hypar shells are widely used in many engineering application like roof of building, aircraft industry . Shells are called as a thin shells when the radius-to-thickness ratio of 200. Thin shells provide an advantageous low consumption of material. The low consumption of material in shell structures follows the curvature in spatial form from the unique character of the shell. This unique character is responsible for the profound that shell structures are very efficient in carrying loads acting perpendicular to their surface by membrane action, a general state of stress which consists of in-plane normal and shear stress resultants only, whereas other structural forms carry the applied load mostly by bending action which is the least efficient load carrying method. This membrane action results in in-plane membrane stresses which can be absorbed by only a small thickness of the shell. As a consequence shell structures can be very thin
In the present paper hyperbolic paraboloid ( Hipped Hypar) shell is considered. A general solution is obtained by finite element based analysis software. In modal analysis the results obtained in form of deformation and frequency.
II.
About The Software ANSYS software uses usual FEM equilibrium equations for analysing of hyperbolic paraboloid shells problems. ANSYS is modeling and analysis software which helps in the modeling and analysis of required models, a FEM tool. It is used to analyse complex problems in mechanical structures, thermal processes, electrical fields, computational fluid dynamics. ANSYS provides a rich graphics environment which is used to display results of analysis that re performed.
III. Methodology
A hipped hyper shells with uniform pressure problem is considered. Two different material are compared that is steel and aluminium by using static and modal analysis. These shell modeled and analysed in ANSYS software. Pressure of 400 Pascal applied on all faces of shell in both material.In this paper the effect of these material are studied and compared using the results obtained in the form of deformation and frequency by ANSYS. And these results of different material are compared with regression analysis. 
IV. Results
In modal analysis the results calculated by ANSYS in the form of maximum deformation and frequency for hyperbolic paraboloid shell with uniform pressure 400 pascal. 
V. Conclusion
In this study, The finite element analysis of modal analysis were performed for hyperbolic paraboloid shell problem for steel and aluminium material using ansys are concluded as follow: 1. The maximum deformation of steel shell is less than the aluminium shell by modal analysis and also by regression analysis.The value of regression analysis calculated on Graph.3. using trendline which gives very nearer value for steel material and aluminium as calculated value by ansys. 2. The frequency of steel shell is less than the aluminium shell by modal analysis and also by regression analysis.The value of regression analysis calculated on Graph.2. using trendline which gives nearer value for steel material and aluminium as calculated value by ansys. 3. From this analysis we can conclude that steel material is better than aluminium for design and analysis of hipped hyper shell.
